THE SIDE YOU SHOW THE WORLD IS UP TO YOU

Which is stronger? Your passion for performance or your craving for personal luxury? Whatever your hunger, feast on Monte Carlo. Premium amenities surrounded by bold, beautiful sculpturing. The shape and bloodlines of a NASCAR dominator. Heart-pounding performance and exceptionally responsive handling for a soul-searing drive. The 2002 Monte Carlo — quench your burning desires.

NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, all claims in this brochure are based on 2001 competitive information and the GM Mid-Coupe Car segment, and exclude other GM vehicles.

FOR MORE INFORMATION... visit our web site at chevy.com
RUN WILD

Instinct tells you Monte Carlo has an appetite for racetrack domination. Thousands of grueling miles over steeply banked ovals. Millions of emotionally charged laps. The most victorious name in NASCAR Winston Cup history. Some of that same race-winning technology can be found on your Monte Carlo. Give your wild side free rein. At the wheel of Monte Carlo, you’re in the winner’s circle.

RACE-INSPIRED FEATURES ON YOUR MONTE CARLO:

• Track-inspired chrome-silicon steel valve springs stand up to high stress and speeds

• NASCAR-inspired strut tower-to-tower brace makes steering more precise

• Smart airflow and fuel management lead to excellent highway fuel economy* 

• Race-inspired air ducts keep front brakes cooler


For more information... visit our web site at chevy.com
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Instinct tells you Monte Carlo has an appetite for racetrack domination. Thousands of grueling miles over steeply banked ovals. Millions of emotionally charged laps. The most victorious name in NASCAR Winston Cup history.

Some of that same race-winning technology can be found on your Monte Carlo. Give your wild side free rein. At the wheel of Monte Carlo, you’re in the winner’s circle.

RACE-INSPIRED FEATURES

ON YOUR MONTE CARLO:

• Track-inspired chrome-silicon steel valve springs stand up to high stress and speeds
• NASCAR-inspired strut tower-to-tower brace makes steering more precise
• Smart airflow and fuel management lead to excellent highway fuel economy*  

*Based on 2001 EPA Midsize segment. 2002 Monte Carlo 3800 V6 engine EPA-estimated MPG of 19 city and 29 highway.

AWARD-WINNING 3800 ENGINE

The 3800 V6 engine pumps out 200 horsepower at 5200 rpm and 225 lb.-ft. of torque at 4000 rpm for incredibly responsive acceleration and passing without a sweat. The LS 3400 V6 generates 180 horsepower and 205 lb.-ft. of torque.

STANDARD 16-INCH WHEELS

Monte Carlo SS struts P225/60R-16N Goodyear performance tires for exceptional roadholding.

AWARD-WINNING 3800 ENGINE PERFORMANCE

3800 V6 engine performance chart:

UNIQUE, RACETRACK-INSPIRED BRAKE COOLING DUCTS

NASCAR-inspired brake ducts direct cool air onto the front brakes and calipers for dramatically cooler operation and longer brake life with virtually no fade.

FOUR-WHEEL DISC BRAKES

Standard four-wheel disc brakes provide excellent pedal feel and consistency, regardless of speed or temperature.

BEST-IN-CLASS HIGHWAY FUEL ECONOMY

With an EPA-estimated MPG of 21 city/32 highway, the Monte Carlo LS 3400 V6 engine features best-in-EPA-class V6 highway fuel economy. The Monte Carlo SS 3800 V6 has an estimated MPG of 19 city and 29 highway.

UNIQUE, RACETRACK-INSPIRED BRAKE COOLING DUCTS

NASCAR-inspired brake ducts direct cool air onto the front brakes and calipers for dramatically cooler operation and longer brake life without the ducts.
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Standard four-wheel disc brakes provide excellent pedal feel and consistency, regardless of speed or temperature.
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MONTE CARLO SS: ABANDON BOREDOM

Leave “mediocre” and “bland” behind. Monte Carlo SS is extraordinary... and uncompromising. A stunning fusion of fire and finesse, this legendary Super Sport delivers an undiluted driving experience with a muscular engine, huge wheels, performance tires and solid yet smooth suspension. Add first-class surroundings, then make your escape from marginal.

MONTE CARLO SS FEATURES:

• 200-hp 3800 V6 engine
• SS spoiler and dual stainless-steel exhaust pipes with aluminized stainless-steel mufflers
• 16-inch aluminum wheels and Goodyear performance tires
• Sport suspension and other chassis modifications
• Cruise control and Electronic Traction Control
• Racetrack-inspired gauge cluster
• Self-dimming inside rearview mirror
• Foglamps
• OnStar service*

*One-year OnStar Safety and Security service contract is standard on Monte Carlo SS. Call 1-800-ONSTAR-7 or visit onstar.com for system limitations and details. Monte Carlo SS in Black.
MONTE CARLO SS: DRIVER’S DELIGHT

This remarkable SS interior includes deeply contoured seats with lumbar support. You’ll also find separate driver and front-passenger temperature controls, a racetrack-inspired gauge cluster and a Driver Message Center. Even cutting-edge audio technology that can name the artist or search radio stations by format. This is driving at its best.

MONTE CARLO SS

DRIVER’S DELIGHT

This remarkable SS interior includes deeply contoured seats with lumbar support. You’ll also find separate driver and front-passenger temperature controls, a racetrack-inspired gauge cluster and a Driver Message Center. Even cutting-edge audio technology that can name the artist or search radio stations by format. This is driving at its best.

MONTE CARLO SS

ELECTRIC SUNROOF

A deep-tinted, electronically operated sunroof is optional on both SS and LS models.

ONSTAR SERVICE

A one-year OnStar Safety and Security service contract is standard on Monte Carlo SS. With the touch of a button, an OnStar Advisor is available to contact emergency services, providers or roadside assistance. Call 1-800-ONSTAR-7 or visit onstar.com for system limitations and details.

PREMIUM SOUND SYSTEM

An optional sound system features a new amplifier with state-of-the-art Special Dynamics Processing to increase dynamic impact and provide clear, lush sound, even at low listening levels. So whether you like talk radio or rap, jazz or country, turn it up and you get open, detailed sound quality.

HEATED OUTSIDE MIRRORS

Electrically heated, power outside mirrors are available on both LS and SS models.

HEATED POWER SEATS

Heated front seats are available in both LS and SS models with optional leather seating surfaces and six-way power front seats.

LEATHER-WRAPPED STEERING WHEEL AND DUPLICATE CONTROLS

Monte Carlo SS comes with cruise and duplicate audio controls on the steering wheel so drivers can make changes without taking their eyes off the road.

FOR MORE INFORMATION...

visit our web site at chevy.com
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MONTE CARLO SS HIGH SPORT: ADRENALINE SURGE

Kick start each day with the most extreme Monte Carlo: the SS with the optional High Sport Appearance Package. Aggressive ground effects, an aerodynamic spoiler and diamond-cut wheels have a “stand up and get noticed” look. The High Sport gets its motivation from Team Monte Carlo’s NASCAR Winston Cup domination. Now you can, too.

SS HIGH SPORT FEATURES:
• Full-perimeter ground effects
• Unique, race-inspired rear spoiler
• Diamond-cut, 16-inch aluminum wheels
• Bright, stainless-steel dual exhaust tips
• Color choices: Black/Black; Black/Galaxy Silver; Bright Red/Galaxy Silver; Competition Yellow/Competition Yellow; White/White; White/Galaxy Silver; or Galaxy Silver/Galaxy Silver

For more information...
visit our web site at chevy.com
CONTROL FREAKS, REJOICE
This is your car. Monte Carlo was designed to satisfy your every wish. Quick and slick. Master the curves with serious horsepower and tight, responsive handling. Everywhere you look, extras are designed to please demanding drivers, like an optional premium audio system that pumps out saturating sound. Now you’re ready to rock and roll.

THE LATEST AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
The Monte Carlo Radio Data System (RDS) is capable of supplying information like song titles, radio call letters and automatic traffic bulletins. Using the latest tuner technology, you can search for radio stations by format like Rock, News or Jazz. In addition, RDS automatically interrupts the radio, cassette or CD to warn you of national or local emergencies. RDS functions only where stations broadcast RDS information.

DRIVER SIDE-IMPACT AIR BAG
A side-impact air bag for the driver (standard in SS; available in LS helps reduce the risk of certain injuries to the driver in a side impact. Always use safety belts and proper child restraints, even with air bags. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat. See the Owner’s Manual for more safety information.

SEPARATE TEMPERATURE CONTROLS
Now standard on both LS and SS, separate front temperature controls let the driver and front passenger adjust temperatures to their own preferences.

HELPFUL MESSAGE CENTER
You’re always connected with your vehicle and can keep it in top shape with an instrument panel Message Center that displays up to 17 messages, including LOW TIRE PRESSURE or CHANGE ENGINE OIL SOON.

A PERSONALIZED ENVIRONMENT
Using the audio system, you may customize various interior elements, like setting the delayed headlamp illumination or when to automatically lock and unlock the doors.

ELECTRONIC TRACTION CONTROL
All-speed Electronic Traction Control helps maintain traction on most slippery surfaces by reducing wheel spin via reduced engine power and automatically modulating the front brakes as necessary.

FOR MORE INFORMATION...
visit our web site at chevy.com

Visit chevy.com/montecarlobrochure for a demonstration of the Radio Data System.
MONTE CARLO LS: EXHILARATION GUARANTEED

Monte Carlo LS is a seductive blend of power and class that makes driving downright fun. Leave pretenders behind with one of the highest horsepower and torque ratings in its class. A racetrack-inspired sleek shape. Amazing maneuverability. Even headlamps that automatically illuminate at night. This is driving the way it should be.

MONTE CARLO LS FEATURES:

• 3400 V6 engine with one of the highest horsepower and torque ratings in its class
• Separate driver and front-passenger temperature controls
• Largest interior in its class
• Power door locks and windows
• AM/FM stereo with cassette player and RDS
• Electric rear-window defogger
• Electronic Traction Control
• PASSlock theft-deterrent system

FOR MORE INFORMATION... visit our web site at chevy.com

MONTE CARLO LS in Galaxy Silver Metallic. Shown with optional aluminum wheels.
MONTE CARLO LS: SPIRITED SOPHISTICATION

Beyond the largest interior and best V6 highway fuel economy in its class,* Monte Carlo LS has spectacular standard features. Separate front temperature controls, power door locks and windows, interior lamps that gradually dim and more. LS — sophistication ... without the stuffiness.

NEW OPTIONAL PREMIUM SOUND SYSTEMS

LS and SS models are available with optional premium sound systems featuring a new amplifier with advanced technology. The new amplifier has higher power and speaker efficiency which increases dynamic impact and reduces audible distortion. Premium audio systems include either a CD player alone or both cassette and CD players.

SEPARATE TEMPERATURE CONTROLS

Every Monte Carlo features standard separate front-seat temperature controls so the driver and front passenger can adjust ventilation and temperature to their own liking.

DRIVER INFORMATION CENTER WITH THEFT-DETERRENT ALARM SYSTEM

The optional Driver Information Center has a compass, temperature display, HomeLink universal door opener, theft-deterrent alarm system and a trip computer that displays information like average speed and cruising range before fuel fill-up.

ELECTRONIC TRACTION CONTROL

Monte Carlo comes with all-speed Electronic Traction Control that reduces wheel spin on most slippery surfaces. It can also be switched off in certain situations.

TIRE INFLATION MONITOR

All models feature a Tire Inflation Monitor that warns drivers, via an instrument panel message, if there is a significant air pressure difference in any of the tires.


FOR MORE INFORMATION ... visit our web site at chevy.com

MONTE CARLO LS INTERIOR IN MEDIUM GRAY CUSTOM CLOTH. SOME OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT SHOWN.
LS SPORT: UNMISTAKABLY PASSIONATE

Monte Carlo LS in Galaxy Silver Metallic with the optional LS Sport Appearance Package.

LS SPORT APPEARANCE FEATURES:

- 16-inch, five-spoke Sport aluminum wheels
- Race-inspired spoiler
- Available in Bright Red, Black, White or Galaxy Silver Metallic

Those with a longing for the sportier side of refinement need look no further than Monte Carlo LS with the optional Sport Appearance Package. It's an agile combination of graceful style and powerful attitude. Indulge your passion for driving with racy exterior features. This is elegance — with an edge.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ...

visit our web site at chevy.com
AMAZING SPACE

When it comes to space you can use, Monte Carlo is a remarkable coupe. The RoomFirst Design gives you ample room for five with one of the largest trunks in its class. Thoughtful details: programmable door locks, two power outlets and a power remote trunk opener.

From the inside out, this is one incredible coupe.

Monte Carlo SS shown with optional leather seating surfaces in Ebony.

SPACIOUS TRUNK
Monte Carlo offers 15.8 cu. ft. of trunk room, which gives you plenty of space to haul around luggage, luggage — maybe even a bike. Plus, the trunk’s hydraulic hinges will not intrude into the cargo area.

CARGO CONVENIENCE
A power remote trunk opener is standard on both LS and SS models, and the SS features a convenient cargo luggage net.

A “REAL” REAR SEAT
Monte Carlo offers one of the largest rear seats in its class. The 60/40 fold-down rear seat also provides a pass-through to the trunk for larger items.

INNOVATIVE, QUIET INTERIOR
The Monte Carlo interior is quiet thanks to an aerodynamically shaped exterior, excellent door fit and enhanced sealing.

COMFORT FOR THE LONG HAUL
The Chevy Seat Comfort Team designed and tested a variety of seats to achieve a balance between excellent support and long-term comfort for a wide range of physiques.

MIGHTY MANEUVERABLE
Efficient packaging makes Monte Carlo the roomiest coupe in its class with amazing maneuverability. Its turning radius is actually less than some smaller competitors.

For more information... visit our web site at chevy.com/chevy.com/montecarlobrochure
SHADES OPTIONAL

Forecast: Sunny. Hot. Wind gusts of 120 mph.
The radical, new Monte Carlo LS with the optional Competition Yellow Appearance Package will take the country by storm. Competition Yellow monochromatic paint with black nameplates and pinstriping, a NASCAR-inspired spoiler and more. Don’t forget your shades.

(Late availability. See your Chevy dealer for details.)

COMPETITION YELLOW PACKAGE FEATURES:
• Competition Yellow exterior with Ebony interior
• Distinct yellow-on-black floor mats
• NASCAR-inspired spoiler
• Black Monte Carlo nameplates and pinstriping
• Diamond-cut wheels and bright stainless-steel exhaust tip

DIAMOND-CUT WHEELS
The optional Competition Yellow Package features diamond-cut 16-inch aluminum wheels with a silver center-cap bowtie.

STAINLESS-STEEL EXHAUST TIP
Anything but mellow, LS models with this optional new package feature a stainless-steel exhaust system with a bright exhaust tip.

FOR MORE INFORMATION...
visit our web site at chevy.com
The 2001 Monte Carlo earned the best front crash rating* in its class — five stars. That’s the top safety rating by the U.S. government. Monte Carlo has the only five-star front crash test rating in its class for both driver and front passenger. What’s more, rear seats now feature a new LATCH system for compatible child safety seats.

*Based on the GM Mid-Coupe segment and frontal crash testing conducted by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) as part of its New Car Assessment Program (NCAP).

For more information about Monte Carlo’s comprehensive safety features, visit chevy.com.
The 2001 Monte Carlo earned the best front crash rating* in its class — five stars. That’s the top safety rating by the U.S. government. Monte Carlo has the only five-star front crash test rating in its class for both driver and front passenger. What’s more, rear seats now feature a new LATCH system for compatible child safety seats.

Collision Avoidance:
• Four-wheel disc antilock brakes
• All-speed Electronic Traction Control
• Tire Inflation Monitor
• Daytime Running Lamps with Automatic Exterior Lamp Control
• Intermittent windshield wipers

Crash Protection:
• 2001 Monte Carlo earned five stars for both driver and front-passenger front-impact crash testing*
• Safety belts: three-point lap and shoulder belts for all seating positions
• Rigid safety-cage construction
• Driver and front-passenger air bags† plus a side-impact air bag for the driver (standard on SS, available on LS)
• LATCH (Lower Anchorages and Top tether anchorages for Children) system for child safety seats
• Meets 2003 federal standards for enhanced head-impact protection

Personal Security:
• Automatic programmable power door locks
• Remote Keyless Entry with panic alarm button (standard on SS, available on LS)
• PASSlock theft-deterrent system
• Inside trunk release handle

MONTE CARLO SAFETY & SECURITY FEATURES

Defensive Assistance:
• Four-wheel disc antilock brakes
• All-speed Electronic Traction Control
• Tire Inflation Monitor
• Daytime Running Lamps with Automatic Exterior Lamp Control
• Intermittent windshield wipers

Crash Protection:
• 2001 Monte Carlo earned five stars for both driver and front-passenger front-impact crash testing*
• Safety belts: three-point lap and shoulder belts for all seating positions
• Rigid safety-cage construction
• Driver and front-passenger air bags† plus a side-impact air bag for the driver (standard on SS, available on LS)
• LATCH (Lower Anchorages and Top tether anchorages for Children) system for child safety seats
• Meets 2003 federal standards for enhanced head-impact protection

Personal Security:
• Automatic programmable power door locks
• Remote Keyless Entry with panic alarm button (standard on SS, available on LS)
• PASSlock theft-deterrent system
• Inside trunk release handle

ONSTAR SERVICE

In an accident in which your air bags deploy, the OnStar Safety and Security System in Monte Carlo SS will automatically contact the OnStar Center. There, helpful Advisors who are on call 24 hours a day will immediately contact emergency assistance, if needed, and provide them with your Monte Carlo’s exact location. With the touch of a button, an OnStar Advisor is available to contact roadside assistance, too.

One-year OnStar Safety and Security service contract is available for Monte Carlo SS. Call 1-888-ONSTAR for cost and availability for system limitations and details. OnStar uses existing emergency service providers and cellular and satellite technologies.

ONSTAR SERVICE

For more information ...

visit our web site at chevy.com
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**THE HEART AND SOUL OF A CHAMPION**

**MAGBEAM STRUCTURE**
A magnesium instrument panel beam spans the width of Monte Carlo. The cast beam is precisely shaped to package smaller components, helping reduce squeaks and rattles that can occur over time, especially in the heating, air conditioning and audio systems. It also provides a sturdy foundation for the steering wheel column, reducing vibration.

**RUST-FIGHTING BODY**
Two-sided galvanized steel on all exterior body panels, except the roof where it’s not needed, resists corrosion. And the exhaust system is made of long-lasting stainless steel with an aluminized stainless-steel muffler and tailpipe.

**STRUT TOWER-TO-TOWER BRACE**
A racetrack-inspired steel brace connects the front strut towers and enhances Monte Carlo’s precise driving response.

**STATE-OF-THE-ART ELECTRICAL SYSTEM**
Monte Carlo features a bussed electrical center at each end of the instrument panel, which houses all fuses, relays and splices for a given zone, making the electrical system easier to service.

**MONITORING SYSTEMS FOR OIL REPLACEMENT AND TIRE INFLATION**
A special monitoring system for oil quality lets you know when the engine oil needs replacing, based on your driving conditions. The Tire Inflation Monitor signals if there is a significant air pressure difference in any of the tires.

**ALUMINUM ENGINE CRADLE ENHANCES RIDE AND RESPONSE**
Monte Carlo has a noise- and vibration-free engine cradle made of lightweight, but stiff, extruded aluminum. It reduces vibration and noise.

**SAFETY-CAGE CONSTRUCTION**
A reinforced steel cage surrounds the entire passenger compartment, while its unique headliner is backed with corrugated material. The steel cage design and energy-absorbing materials in the roof header and front pillars helped make Monte Carlo one of the first cars to meet 2003 federal standards for head-impact protection.

**STRAIGHT-WAY-TO-TOWER BRACE**
A racetrack-inspired steel brace connects the front strut towers and enhances Monte Carlo’s precise driving response.
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Chevrolet is there with the largest dealer network in the USA—and a comprehensive owner protection plan that will look after you from the moment you take delivery of your new Monte Carlo. The plan includes a New Vehicle Limited Warranty.

24-hour Roadside Assistance and Courtesy Transportation. It's an owner protection plan you can believe in.

New Vehicle Limited Warranty
This warranty is for GM vehicles explained in the USA. See your Chevrolet dealer for terms and conditions.
Covered for 3 years/36,000 miles (whichever comes first):
• The complete vehicle
• Tires
• Towing to your nearest Chevrolet dealership
• Cosmetic corrosion resulting from defects
• Repairs made to correct any vehicle defect
• No charge for major warranty repairs
Covered for 6 years/100,000 miles (whichever comes first):
• Rust-through corrosion

Rust-through corrosion
Chevrolets are equipped with engines produced by different operating units of GM, its subsidiaries or suppliers to GM worldwide. We sometimes find it necessary to produce Chevrolets with different or differently sourced components than originally scheduled. Since some options may be unavailable when your vehicle is ordered or, if there are changes, that they are acceptable to you.

Rust-Through Corrosion Protection
Chevrolet recognizes the importance of mobility to everyone's life and, therefore, offers financial assistance to persons with disabilities through the General Motors Mobility Program. The program can provide up to $1,000 reimbursement toward the cost of eligible aftermarket adaptive equipment for drivers or passengers when installed or reinstated at no charge to the original GM vehicle. For complete details, contact your local GM dealer for details. This warranty is for GM vehicles explained in the USA.

Roadside Assistance
24-HOUR ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
Call 1-800-CHEV-USA toll free anytime during the warranty period. Towing and basic diagnostic advice come with the Basic Care Package. Courtesy Care provides additional features during the term of the New Vehicle Warranty, including locksmith service, flat tire changing, fuel delivery, non-warranty towing and jump starts. Some services will incur costs. Chevrolet reserves the right to modify or discontinue Basic Care and Courtesy Care at any time.

Courtesy Transportation
Ask your participating Chevrolet dealer for Courtesy Transportation if you drop your vehicle off for repairs under the New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Also see if you qualify for expense reimbursement and/or vehicle rental. Services vary at election of participating dealer.

From Day One...
The vehicle is checklist-ready for you to drive away, and a full orientation awaits you on everything about your new Monte Carlo.

Chevrolet Customer Assistance Center
Call 1-800-222-1020 toll free to talk directly to specialists who can handle any product or service concern you may have.

For more information on 2002 CHEVROLET CAR or TRUCK products, call 1-800-950-2438 or visit us at chevy.com.

WE’LL BE THERE
To “spec out” your Monte Carlo or standard 16” bolt-on full wheel covers.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Interior Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dark Carmine Red Metallic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandrift Metallic*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galaxy Silver Metallic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Late availability. See your Chevy dealer for details. On LS models, requires optional LS Competition Yellow Appearance Package.

Appearance Package has 16” five-spoke aluminum wheels and LS Competition Yellow inspired rear spoiler, unique 16-inch, diamond-cut aluminum wheels.

Custom Cloth

Medium Gray

Ebony Sport

SS SPORT CLOTH

Neutral Custom Cloth.

NOTE:

Typeset in Arial

Seating surfaces, leather, with front buckets and 60/40 split-folding rear seat

Seating: Sport Cloth front buckets/console and 60/40 split-folding rear seat

Seating: power, front-passenger, six-way

Seating: power driver, six-way

Seating: driver and front-passenger, heated

Cruise control, electronic with Resume Speed

Cargo net in the luggage area

Air bag, 4 side-impact; driver-side

Trunk opener, power remote

Mirrors, dual remote electric

Electric sliding sunroof

Automatic Exterior Headlamp Control

Reflector optic headlamps with Daytime Running Lamps

OnStar service —

Pollen air filtration system

with dual reading/overhead map lamps —

Mirror: inside rearview electrochromic

Lighting, delayed entry with theatre dimming

Lighting, auxiliary, glove box and trunk

Money, 12-volt, front —

Door locks, power

Defogger, electric rear-window

Steering wheel, tilt-

Audio system and cruise controls

Seating: power driver and front-passenger heated seats and

Sunroof: power moonroof — O

– I

1 Additional equipment required. See your dealer for further

Gross trailer weight (lbs., up to) 1000

Fuel tank capacity (gal., approx.) 17.0

Cargo capacity (cu. ft.) 15.8

Shoulder room — rear 57.8

Headroom — rear 36.5

Height (overall) 55.2

Wheelbase 110.5

DATA

DELCO ELECTRONICS SOUND SYSTEMS

Includes: Full-featured, 10-spoke, 50-watt audio system with dual reading/overhead map lamps, 17-message, reconfigurable capability.

PREFERRED EQUIPMENT GROUPS

1SB 1SC 1SB

S — Standard.

O — Optional.

1-800-8GM-CARD

CUSTOMIZE YOUR MONTE CARLO WITH

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT MONTECARLO.COM OR CALL 1-800-8GM-CARD.
COLORS

Dark Carmine Red Metallic

Medium Bronzemist Metallic*

Black

Sandrift Metallic*

Bright Red

Galaxy Silver Metallic

Forest Green Metallic

Navy Blue Metallic

White

Competition Yellow†

*Late availability on SS models. †Late availability. See your Chevy dealer for details.